
LAWS 
 

We can witness constantly how “new reformers” of society appear, who promise that they have 
found a recipe on how to reform a society to the bliss of the majority. They find necessary 
followers as well, and they even manage to get necessary power too, so they could start to fulfill 
their promises. But the desired result has not come for thousands of years.  
 
And a perfect recipe for right reformation remains unnoticed for thousands of years as well! 

 
This article is related to one of the first articles, which has the title: TRUE REVOLUTION (you 
can find the article True revolution on the main page).  
Every society that shall be functional has to be instructed by certain and common rules, because 
otherwise it comes to anarchy and disorientation, which consequently produce disintegration of 
society. Therefore human society found certain important rules - laws by experience of some 
individuals that have been gained gradually. These laws enable to harmonize activities of 
individuals in a way that society can be functional for a longer period of time and it can fulfill 
the aims wanted.  
However, there will always be individuals in this society, to whom the valid rules or laws are not 
suitable, and so they do not want to adapt themselves to these laws and therefore disagreements 
and disruptions arise, which consequently lead to disintegration of society.  
For that reason, human society on planet Earth and also in the whole universe as well as the 
whole creation of God, received instructions from a more advanced brother in order to help; a 
brother who received the instructions from the parent – GOD, in order to make progress and 
acquiring knowledge more easily. This enabled less possibility of unpleasant wavering, 
wandering and painful disintegration of society; disintegration of society which has always been 
accompanied by great suffering and losses of valuable lives.  
But eternally dissatisfied and rebelling people had always such effect in society, that they always 
deformed, changed, and adapted these offered perfect instructions in form of laws to their liking, 
and consequently wishing in a way that this effectively disintegrated the society, or even at least 
separated a small part from the whole society; and so various churches, sects, parties, factions 
of parties and so on, arose. As a result of this, the society had to disintegrate and just those 
people, who lived and also wanted to live in accordance with the perfect and eternal laws, had to 
suffer in painful upheavals. These eternal laws have been valid and have always remained valid 
everywhere around us, i.e. there, where stupidity of man has no reach, stupidity under 
governance of the unsatisfied servants desire for power, who have already been mentioned and 
who are caught in a cobweb that was knitted by the darkness.  
It was stated in the article mentioned above, that Jesus Christ became a perfect reformer of man, 
who showed correctly that one shall reform individually, i.e. the element of society itself, who 
will consequently change whole society afterwards, as the important and desired effect. This will 
bring the necessary and desired unity, which is necessary for a society to reach the needed 
viability perpetually! Let us remember:  
 

It is not possible to build a moral society with immoral individuals! 
 
Mankind always commits one but very important mistake, which also expressed itself perfectly 
during the presidential election in Slovakia.  



 
Uniform leadership, which decided the result of the election, is a feared scarecrow. Such acting 
is natural in state of today’s society, because unity in wrong direction is really more damaging 
than disunity, which also enables to find the right direction in the mixture of disunity. We, in the 
east, were instructed sufficiently in this way, through long-term uniform, but wrong direction.  
This uniform leadership had to fail because it was not correct, i.e. it was not according to the 
effective natural laws of God.  
However, not a single ideology is functional today in terms of these laws of God, and worse 
still is that not even one church is! So as yet, there is no community on the planet Earth that 
would act in accordance with these eternal laws that are always valid! There are only a few 
individuals, yet these do not have any influence on society’s status.  
That is the reason why all social systems have to fall down after shorter or longer period of time 
and thereby prove themselves as incapable of life. And this has already been happening for 
thousands of years.  
 
Unity in terms of the eternal laws is the sought after medicine for salvation of our civilization! 
 
However, if you evaluate objectively civilization on the planet Earth today, you will remain very 
disappointed, even really very sad, if you have already understood this fact in the right sense and 
you know that only uniformity of these laws enables perpetual surviving everywhere in the near 
and also in the distant universe, as well as whole creation; it also enables to reach the dreamed 
of but also the mocked eternity.  
Traffic rules are perfect example for instruction, indeed they are laws supported by uniform 
proclamation and everyone has to respect the proclamation, if he or she wants to survive on 
the road!  
 

We have to bring our acting just to the same state also in everyday life! - 
If we want to survive. 

So if we want to reach the desired eternity. 
Laws of God have to become real Holy Scripture for us! 

 
No pretence helps here, nor any lie, no belonging to any group, church, sect, or any political 
party will save us; plenty of saved money will not save us, not even the fact that we pray every 
day.  
Have you ever tried to think about how many languages prevail on the planet Earth through 
which believers turn themselves to God with their prayers? How many manners of pray are sent 
out to this direction? And they are all useless in reality, because God does not know all our 
languages, He even does not need to know them, nor does He respect various kinds of expression 
of many-sided prayer ceremonies, because it is not in accordance with His laws, so it is only 
made up by people and so it is useless.  
Only the picture of our internal/intuitive perception, which we send out from our innermost 
inward, reaches God; a picture that often is in complete opposition to what we mumble uselessly 
in prayers. Let yourselves undergo such a test, everyone for himself or herself and find the 
innermost motive, which forced you to pray. It is only this power, which reaches connection with 
God and you will realize then, what you can await from him for your “effort” and also what you 
will certainly get.  



 
This functional connection in direction to God is the only one through which you can reach it 
and it is just the same one connection, which you use every day, and also use it not only in 
communication with your fellowmen, but also with animals and everything that lives on the 
planet. And everything is alive on the planet!  
 

Now imagine what confusion you cause through your activity everyday! 
What pictures you send out every day! 

 
You must be shocked, if you are honest. And then, you expect that God will help you in a way 
that you like. And this is just one of those laws that you do not know and you need to know, and 
then act according to them, if you want to be loved by God. So which church will save you now? 
Which political party does it? When you find such one, you shall enter it quickly! But the result 
will be just the same as it has been for whole millennia.  
So, you are left with one choice only - to live in accordance with the eternally valid God's laws, 
which you have hitherto denied. Moreover, those who advised you to follow those laws, you 
marked them as sectarians who disturb you in your “satisfied” life, although in reality a 
dissatisfied life, with which you deny the only one help and also rescue. You are dissatisfied. Yes 
you are ... but to correct yourselves that is something you are not eager to undergo. You rely on 
newly chosen president, eventually on new pastor to arrange it for you, or you “pray”, you 
mumble your prayers, but God perceives only depravity in your inward and eventually desire for 
power, which you send to him in your pictures, which are the only things to which your rescuer 
understands and he even also acts in accordance to. Because he does not know your speech, he 
even does not need to learn what man in his or her depravity has made; even if we have the 
speech from him as well. But the speech should be just what the primordial pictures were and 
they still are, but our enemy would see through us – if we act so. Therefore speech became the 
mask of wrong desires, which covered the pure ones, but today mainly impure pictures of the 
intuitive perception. Our speech became only impure mask, which shall cover even the more 
impure pictures. You cannot find purity inside of man anymore!  
 

And this is the teaching that Jesus has brought to us, then Imanuel and Primordial Queen! 
 
Many others did it before them, who were unheard just as the mentioned ones were, even if there 
always were some people who believed and preserved their WORD.  
And we too try to offer this pure Word. And we do not mind how you will call us according to 
your own stupidity. You will not change us and only you yourselves will pay for your stupidity, 
certainly. Our history has already proven it many times, and you have also experienced it more 
times, but unfortunately:  
 

YOU DID NOT LEARN FROM IT! 


